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Rules, patterns and important words

Set yourself a spelling challenge

� Learn and remember how to spell all of these words.

� When you really know all the words in a list, place a tick in the box below.

� Can you learn them all this year?

Prefixes: in and ill
L31

Prefix: im 

L32

Prefixes: ir and inter
L33 

Prefixes: inter and anti
L34

Prefixes: dis, mis and pre
L35

Prefixes: tele, auto, super and sub L36

Prefixes: for, be and re
L37 

Suffix: ation

L38

Suffix: ly

L39

L40 

Suffix: ion

L41 

Suffixes: ion and ian
L42

Suffix: ous

L43

L44

Sounds like ay

L45

Sounds like sh

L46

Letter string: sc_ 

L47

Double letters

L48
Cool Cat has an interesting 

way of adding suffixes.

Word families
L49

L50

L51

Slippery spellings
L52 

L53

L54 

L55

L56

L57

Possessive apostrophes L58

Homophones 
L59

L60
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� Here’s a double consonant investigation! Find as many words as you can with

these double letters:

bb     dd     ff     gg     ll     mm     nn     pp     rr     ss     tt     zz

P1c

Practising Language 1c and 2a

Homophones

Homophones are words that

sound the same, but have a

different meaning and spelling. 

� Pick the correct homophone from the box to make

these sentences correct:

boys from my class are going 

be in the swimming gala in weeks’ time. I am 

going take part as I am the best

swimmer in my class. I want be first and win

the trophy for the school, but there might be

many good swimmers. 

to     two     too

P2a

See the sparkling sea!

The children blew up 

their blue balloons.
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� The suffix -ive is often used to make adjectives, e.g. if a writer repeats words 

a lot, the style can be described as repetitive. Fill in the blanks with a suitable

adjective ending in -ive.The anagrams will help you.� The opposite of positive is 
.  TAGENEVI

� To write a good fantasy story, you need to be
.  RETACVIE

� Rob likes going to the gym as he enjoys being 
.  TEVICA

� The class read a lovely 

poem about

moonlight.  PESCIDVEITR
� The book cover was not very 

so nobody in class 

chose it.  TIATCRATEV
� Can you think of some other words ending in -ive?

P21b

Practising Language 21a and 21b

� The suffix -ion can be added to a verb to make 
a noun, e.g. create becomes creation. Make nouns
ending in -ion from these verbs:� complete 

� hesitate 
� imitate 
� demonstrate 

� Write the nouns for these verbs:� describe 
� explain 
� present 
� inform 

P21a

Note that youhave to take offthe final e.

Sometimes youmay have tochange moreletters.

Suffixes

Suffixes are a magic ingredient!Add a suffix to the end of aword and change the type ofword it is and what it means...
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Thinking Tasks 13 to 18

T16. Life on Mars
� It’s the year 2025 and you’re onholiday on the planet Mars. � Send an ecard home, describing what it’s like and what you’ve been doing. � Use some vivid and expressiveadjectives, for example:
Dear Mum, 
The colours here on Mars are justincredible – the earth is a deep, rich red...

T17. Here’s what happened � Read a book or watch a TV programmeand note down what happens. � Use key words and abbreviations to help you remember. � Edit your notes, taking out what is not important. 
� Write a brief summary for somebodywho has missed the programme ornever read the book.

T18. Pamper your pet� Draw a diagram on how to look after a pet. 
� Choose the pet you would like tolook after and put it in the middle, e.g. a hamster, gerbil, fish, bird, etc.� List the things it may need under different headings, e.g. food, home, exercise, toys, etc. Use books or the internet to help you find information.

T13. Discover a fantasy world� Think about books you have read thatinvolve imaginary, fantasy worlds. � Choose one and imagine you’vediscovered this world yourself. � Write a description as an entry in an explorer’s journal of what it’s likeand what you would find. 
An amazing thing happened today as I opened the wardrobe...

T14. Are you afraid of the dark?� Settings influence events and the waycharacters behave, for example, whenit’s dark, a familiar room or your ownhome may appear scary.� Describe somewhere that frightens you. � Use short sentences and hint at thingswith words such as chilly, shiver, etc.
T15. Animal magic

� Choose an animal and write a poemabout it using similes, for example:Eyes like...
Ears like...
Legs like...
Sounds like...
As tiny/fierce/fast etc...

� Neatly present and illustrate yourpoem.
� Learn your poem and recite it to an audience.

� Can people guess the animal you 
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